**From The President**

We seem to finally be on the verge of Summer. It seems that we have again missed Spring but as always we will find a way to bring our courses and businesses up to speed. For those of you unable, unwilling or uninterested enough to participate in the activities hosted by our Sierra Nevada neighbors in Reno, you missed a great program. It was perhaps the best one day educational program I have attended. Take the time to get into a class by Gerry Sweda, Bob Sexton or Dan Church — they were great. Speaking of lower than expected participation, many of you superintendents missed the annual Superintendent/Pro event hosted by Joel Aherns and San Jose Country Club. Those that made it had a great time, thanks to Joel, Head Pro Jay Walkinshaw, and the entire staff at San Jose. The course was exceptional (how's that rough coming along Joel?) and the service and hospitality were top notch. A special thank you to those Affiliate members that were able to adjust their schedules to participate at the last minute. This question was raised at the event, "has this event run it's course? Is there enough interest to continue and if so should the format be reviewed?" Any opinions????

The media event is just around the corner. San Juan Oaks, July 26th. Should be a fun time for all. I've spoken enough about the importance of developing these relationships. Hope to see a great turnout.

One final thought. I have had the opportunity to work with some very dedicated individuals during the course of the last 3 years on the Board. We always make mention during the annual meeting of their efforts but this seemed like a good time to acknowledge them again. Ken Williams has taken over the Newsletter and aside from one questionable picture is doing a great job. Terry Grasso works very hard formatting each golf event. I am sure his intake of excedrin has increased, I know the number of phone calls I get from him has increased. Bob Costa and

---

**Dave Davies, CGCS**

Gary Carls continue to put together educational programs and the ground work for the media program. Mike Nunemacher was convinced to stay on another year in spite of a major renovation project in the near future. Steve Franzen and Craig Kilcoyne continue to work on behalf of the Affiliate membership trying to refine the sponsorship program and put together a fund raising event. These people are working on your behalf, above and beyond their regular jobs. Take a moment and recognize their efforts.

See you at San Juan Oaks.

---

**Office Notes**

By: Barbara Mikel

1999 is half gone! Boy, what perspective that gives. Some "tidbits".

- The Association has grown by 43 members.
- There have been 26 position available notices processed by the Association since February.
- The GCSANC Web Site [http://www.gcsaa.cgcsaNorCal](http://www.gcsaa.cgcsaNorCal) was linked to GCSAA and revamped (courtesy of Bob Tillema, CGCS thanks!)

See Office Notes Cont'd on page 3